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CHARACTERS

GALILEO, King of Sparta

SOCRATES, witchcraft master of Sparta

ARISTOTLE, Warrior Prince of Sparta, and son of the King

PYTHAGORAS, student of Socrates, and friend to ARISTOTLE

DAUGHTER OF SOCRATES

CLEOPATRA, Queen of Thieves
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ARCHER 

A MESSENGER 
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PLATO, Prince of the Pirates

COLUMBUS, loyal servant of PLATO

CORPSE OF THE PERSIAN KING

PHILOMELA, Princess of Persia, and ARISTOTLE's wife to be by arranged marriage

ARCHIMEDES, combat master, teacher to ARISTOTLE, and close friend of GALILEO

SOPHOCLES, King of Rome, and ally to GALILEO

TUTANKHAMEN, Prince of Egypt, brother to CLEOPATRA, and practitioner of the black magic

CAESAR, Emperor of the Floating Temple, and brother of GALILEO

BIRDS, lawmen of the Floating Temple
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PROLOGUE

I.

SCENE. Sparta, GALILEO's royal court. In the wee hours of the morning, the day after the 
war was fought in Persia, which his son fought in the last days. The Prince returned 
victorious, but many men had fallen.

          

(Enter ARISTOTLE, Prince of Sparta.)

ARISTOTLE:

Father, I had a dream.

GALILEO (furiously):

Sixteen men out of rage! They demand a compensation for the death of their sons 
whom lost their lives at war for their country! Preposterous! 'Tis not all, but only the 
hat of the problems upon this city. A worthy general must be found to replace the one 
before him, a damned council out of control, and a young lady who proclaims she is a 
forgotten child of mine, forsaken from birth! O what has this kingdom came to.

(clamed down) Forgive me 
son, future king of this land, the obligations have overwhelmed your aging father, 
though it won’t last long, for I fell my hour is near. Come, you say you had a vision?
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ARISTOTLE:

I sketched it so I won’t go wrong in the description. (ARISTOTLE handed over the  
drawing to GALILEO) Have thou king's eyes ever seen such a design? My eyes have 
certainly not, yet my resting eyes saw it as it is before you.

GALILEO:

Such unknown detail, attracting the sight of any thinker. Don’t doubt son that this is a 
sign. I know not what it means, but a sign it is just as well. Many legends heard of such 
a seal, 'tis said to be the seal of the ancient artifact. Thou have a destiny, child, thou art 
meant for something more. I tell not what you what must you do, but follow thy heart 
and thou shall be just to yourself and your people.

II.

SCENE. At SOCRATES's Study. Fourteen nights had passed by, and the daughter of  
SOCRATES started to panic as she became haunted by her vile act. She knew that she 
will be sentenced to death once discovered, immediately hanged if the the unaware  
prince finds out what she had done. She came to her father with a scheme.

(Enter his Daughter)

SOCRATES:

What is it child?
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DAUGHTER OF SOCRATES:

Father, dearest man to my breaking heart. Yes, your daughter's heart is no longer as it 
used to be, it has been blackened by a fiend's attack, a moment of lust lead him into me. 
I cannot hide my shame any longer, for I have been seeded. 

SOCRATES:

Seeded? Who dares to defile your pure body?

DAUGHTER OF SOCRATES:

Father, I cannot say, for he is dear to all. An angel, he is, in the eyes of all, but a devil 
in his actions. 

SOCRATES (furiously):

Tell me his name, child, and I shall slit his throat before the morning sun sets.

DAUGHTER OF SOCRATES:

'Tis the prince of this land, Father, the good king's son, who has defiled my body, and 
shamed your good name. Father, 'tis the lustful young Prince Aristotle.

SOCRATES:

(aside) O what a nightmare! The king's own son, the one who will be our king. O 
Prince of our children, what have you done? The good King Galileo is fooled like us, 
thinking of thou a gentleman, while thou art no more than an offender. 

(to his daughter) Go now, and 
keep our talk between us. Fear not, child. I will set things right, I will avenge your 
honor. The prince shall die for his most unnoble attack.

III.

SCENE. ARISTOTLE's chamber. Fooled by his own daughter, SOCRATES visited ARISTOTLE 

with dark intentions.

(Enter SOCRATES.)

SOCRATES:

Young Prince, it brings me grief to be the carrier of such a devastating message.

ARISTOTLE:

Speak, Master Socrates, what worries you?

SOCRATES:

'Tis your father, I fear he is ill. He is in fine body as we speak, but he won't be by 
midnight after the day after tomorrow. My lord, the stars have spoken, they revealed 
the king's fortune to me, and they spoke of death. My lord, he is gravely ill and will 
become a miserable ghost unless thou come to his aid. I would not have bothered you if 
you weren't the only one who could prevent his unnatural death.

   My lord, 
you must go on a quest to save your father, you have to bring the medicine, though I 
fear it will be a hard task. The medicine is of twelve pieces, sacred relics. Only if you 
have the purest of intentions and the twelve relics in hand will you be able to save your 
father from certain death.

ARISTOTLE:

So be it. I shall go, but like a shadow. Collecting such relics won't be a simple task, as 
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you mentioned, even for a son of a king. I will go undetected and retrieve them all. 
Three days, give me three days and I shall return with them. Master Socrates, doth the 
king know about the destined illness upon him? 

SOCRATES:

My lord he is unaware. I have yet to inform his grace, but mustn't as it will only bring 
him more misery and misfortune. He is in darkness up to this minute.

ARISTOTLE:

And he must remain that way. Master Socrates, my father's life is in your hands. Take 
care of him until I return. I will exit the city with four guards as commoners. You are to 
inform the people that I am asleep and wish not to be disturbed.

IV.

SCENE. GALILEO's royal court. Upon ARISTOTLE's leave, SOCRATES requested to speak to 
the King about an urgent matter, and his request was permitted.)

SOCRATES:

Your highness, my lord, please remain calm upon hearing this tragic news. I hate to be 
the messenger of such bad news, but my loyalty overcomes my desire.

GALILEO:

You have proven yourself to be a great alley, Master Socrates. Unleash your tongue to 
reveal the truth, you needn't fear me or this council. Speak.

SOCRATES:

'Tis the prince, my lord, he is struck by madness! He's mind has been undone! He went 
off on a foolish quest about gathering made-up items from a child's mind. A fairytale, 
my lord. A myth!

GALILEO:

Unthinkable! The prince is in sound mind, I spoke to him this morning, and his tongue 
and actions were as rational as mine and yours. What fool told you of this?
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SOCRATES:

No fool, my lord. I wouldn't have believed it if I hadn't seen it with my own eye. He 
took off his royal clothing and wore a commoner's cloth. He even removed his golden 
necklace. A fool I may be, my lord, but inform you I must.

GALILEO:

If it wasn't you informing me I wouldn't have believed it. You are a good friend. Very 
well Master Socrates. You may take your leave.         (Exit SOCRATES)

Oh, my boy, 
what has came over you? It breaks a father's heart to see his boy lost in delusions. 
Eighteen years I spent with you, and not once have you behaved like this. Your mother, 
the late queen, may she rest in peace, would have not expected this as well, for we had 
nurtured you well. We've never made you feel less than anyone, or spoiled you to think 
like a superior, we taught thou well to be just.

Oh, my boy, 
how my hours are coming to an end. You are my only heir, this kingdom's only prince 
and the people's only hope. I beg of you to regain your senses and come back to your 
fatherland to take the crown. Thou days as a child had came to an end, and 'tis time that 
you sit in your father's chair of responsibilities. My child, Aristotle, young prince, may 
Earth's protectors watch over you.

V.

SCENE. Sparta, open wasteland. As ARISTOTLE and his four guards were traveling by  
camels west towards the sea, ARISTOTLE spotted something unnatural floating within 
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the clouds, it was a temple.

ARISTOTLE:

Such a beauty of wonder! Soaring through the skies like a nightingale soaring the 
infinite blue nights. (To his guards) Men, look! Up there, within the clouds. Do you not 
see it?

A GUARD:

Nothing we see my lord, we fear it is the sun which has gotten to you.

ARISTOTLE:

How dare you! That tongue of yours should be cut off for such an insult. Could thou 
eyes be blind to such wonder? (ARISTOTLE looked up again, but found it no longer 
there.) 'Tis strange, 'tis gone now. Ah, what a pity. How I crave to touch its greatness 
with my eyes once again. No matter, we continue.

(As ARISTOTLE and his companions continued, they were attacked by a band of  
thieves.) 

        

Scoundrels! 
Men, take their lives at once. They must not live to what they have done!

(The guards got off their camels to defend the Prince as they fought. ARISTOTLE 

noticed that a skinny man hiding behind a cape was giving the orders. ARISTOTLE 

jumped on him with his knife.)

 Let's see who is it 
who dares to attack the Prince of Sparta? 

(ARISTOTLE unfolded his opponent's cover) 

   A woman?
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(The woman thief attacked the Prince in his stomach with her knee, then stole  
his knife and held it against ARISTOTLE's throat.)

CLEOPATRA:

Men, take what we have came for, take all of their belongings. Make haste.

A THIEF: What about the guards?
CLEOPATRA: Kill them all! (the THIEVES did as they were told.)

ARISTOTLE:

Vile treacherous snake! You will not escape your death, for it will be on my hands. 
You live like a rat, feeding on what's not yours, and you shall die like one. Mark my 
words, woman!

CLEOPATRA (Holding ARISTOTLE's knife against his throat.):

You wish to die, spoiled prince? (ARISTOTLE did not reply.) Then you will do well to 
hold your tongue!

(As CLEOPATRA, the Queen of Thieves, looked at the belongings her men had 
gathered, ARISTOTLE managed to attack, and win back his knife, thus regaining control  
of the situation.)

ARISTOTLE:

(to CLEOPATRA) As it should be. You will learn soon that you would have been better 
off murdering me along with my men when thou had the chance. (to the THIEVES) All of 
you, you will hold your positions as I shall take your most vile leader a hostage. Follow 
or try to stop me, and death will gain one more spirit from this bloodbath.

(The THIEVES wished CLEOPATRA no harm, hence they did what ARISTOTLE 

ordered them. ARISTOTLE left with CLEOPATRA in peace.)

VI.

SCENE. Outside PYTHAGORAS' house.
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CLEOPATRA:

You have escaped my men, you are safe now. Let me take my leave and I give you my 
word that you shall receive no more encounters from I.

ARISTOTLE:

What good is a thief's word? It isn't even worth my spit. No, what I have planned for 
you is something grand. Princes are not like commoners, so why should their thieves be 
any different. (ARISTOTLE knocked on the door.)

CLEOPATRA:

Has it something to do with the man of this cottage?

ARISTOTLE:

This is my original destination before you and your rats appeared. No, worry your mind 
not, for this man will have nothing to do with you, though you will wish he will.

(The door opened. Enter PYTHAGORAS.)

        My old friend! 
Its been years since I last laid eyes on you. Thou have grown as tall as a mountain. Has 
it truly been that long?

PYTHAGORAS:

Prince Aristotle, my lord, is that you? I hardly recognized you with that veil. Why the 
disguise old friend?

ARISTOTLE: That is a matter better discussed inside, away from this dreadful heat.
PYTHAGORAS: Of course, forgive my rudeness, come in.

(PYTHAGORAS welcomed ARISTOTLE and CLEOPATRA in.)
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ARISTOTLE: How has it been my friend, are you still practicing magic?
PYTHAGORAS: As a student of Master Socrates, my lord. Here. 

(PYTHAGORAS offered ARISTOTLE a glass of cold water.)

ARISTOTLE:

Thank you good Pythagoras, you always knew how to welcome a guest, a true 
gentleman. To thou health.

(PYTHAGORAS saw the ropes tying ARISTOTLE's companion, but offered her a  
glass of cold water nonetheless.)

She'll have 
none of that, thank you. Put it away.

PYTHAGORAS:

Old friend, good Prince, it is burning out there in the desert. I could see that both of you 
had came a long way and are in need of something to drink.

ARISTOTLE:

She is not deserving of your hospitality nor this unneeded affection. She is extremely 
fortunate that she still breathes through her damned mouth and nose. Now I told you 
she'll have none of that. Put it away.
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(PYTHAGORAS did as ARISTOTLE said.)

PYTHAGORAS:

I take it this isn't a casual visit. This appears to be an urgent matter. Has is something to 
do with this woman?

ARISTOTLE:

Correct. I have came here carrying a task, but she is of no importance. I come to you 
asking for guidance. My father is gravely ill, or will be according to Master Socrates. 
Unless I find the twelve relics of this world within these three days, his spirit shall 
abandon his body.

Good Friend, 
correct me if mistaken, but last I heard, you were studying such prehistoric earthly 
elements, I need you to pinpoint my search locations, or at least tell me where to head 
from here.

PYTHAGORAS:

My lord, the relics are lost to this day. I believe their possessors hold them in secrecy or 
know not of their origin. My lord, please allow me to accompany you on your journey 
as I will be of great use, your loyal compass to where they might exist perhaps, or a 
friend.

        My lord, 
it has grabbed my attention that you mentioned Master Socrates informed you of your 
father's death, which will happen if you do not obtain these relics. That could never be 
true, as the relics put together could only have a worldly effect, not on one person. As 
to know why Master Socrates lied to you, you may give me your cup and I will tell you 
what the master is hiding.

(PYTHAGORAS foresaw the reason behind SOCRATES's lie.)

(aside) Master, what have you done?

ARISTOTLE:

Speak good Pythagoras, and let me be the judge on his action.

PYTHAGORAS:

My lord, I'm afraid it's great treachery. The night you returned from battle, a feast was 
arranged in your honor, am I mistaken?

ARISTOTLE:

You are correct. Go on, and I shall stop you if you are.

PYTHAGORAS:

The night you feasted and drank wine made you drunk beyond awareness of yourself or 
the people around you. 'Tis the daughter of my Master who's to blame for this fowl 
play, my lord. She came onto you when you were in your chamber alone, and she had 
her way. It appears that she had her eye on you for a while, a young man of noble 
blood. The night you became drunk was the night she made her move.
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She wished to keep 
her treason a secret, and she would have if your son wasn't forming in her. My lord, she 
now carries your shameful child in her as we speak. Fearful she was, she lied to the 
great warlock to save herself from her act by planting lies in his mind.

ARISTOTLE (aside):

O lustful girl, what have you done? Guided by the devil you were, guided from 
innocence to deceiving. You are the daughter of the great master, living the life of a 
blue-blooded though you weren't, and now you threw it away. And for what? For 
momentary pleasure? For a newborn who will die before he is? You are to blame, and 
blame you shall be. Your father taught many good men, but my crying eyes now see 
that he has failed to teach his own.

And to you good Sir, why have you done this? 
Letting a wise man such as yourself become deceived by a girl, your own daughter 
none the less. You treated your friends like your enemies, and for that you shall pay. 
(To PYTHAGORAS) Much appreciated good friend, but you understand that I must go 
immediately to tend to this treacherous matter.  

PYTHAGORAS:

I wouldn't dream of stopping you my lord, but please carry forgiveness in your heart, 
for the old man is good but blind. I dare not tell you what to do, but please be gentle 
upon poor souls.

VII.

SCENE. SOCRATES's Study. Enter ARISTOTLE.

SOCRATES (aware of the truth):

How I was blind, blinded by my own daughter's lies! I apologize sincerely my lord, for 
my accusation is great. I do not deserve your forgiveness, so my tongue dares not to ask 
for it. I accept your sentence upon me whatever it may be and won't fight it. 

ARISTOTLE:
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I accept no less, and you shall receive what you earned by your deceitful tongue. You 
sent me, the son of the king, the prince of this land, on a foolish quest, sentencing me to 
death. Such an act is considered treason in the eyes of the King.

       Master Socrates, 
You are fortunate that I did not inherit the Good King's eyes, I see beyond a good man's 
mistake. I won't speak of this to the king, and neither will you. Master Socrates, you 
might not know me very well, but the people of this land know who I am, and know 
that I am just. You are forgiven, but you must leave this land and never return.

SOCRATES:

My lord, you are too kind. I shall take my leave immediately. But there is one thing to 
settle before I do. Thou father's mind has been deceived by my lies as well. I shall 
inform him that you are sane as the day you were born, and that the liqueur I drank 
showed me the path of delusions.

But my lord, 
my daughter, should she be exiled as well?

ARISTOTLE:

No Master Socrates, your daughter have done me wrong. It is not exile I wish of her, 
but death.

SOCRATES:

Forgive my ungrateful tongue, my lord, but may I ask that you spare her shameful life, 
and take mine instead? She is but a child, and holds another within her, your son.

ARISTOTLE:

It wouldn't be right, your actions were not intended, but your daughter's were. She 
dishonored the prince in his sleep, then lied to her father, the king's sorcerer, and then 
sat quietly as thou plotted against I. Such treachery could never be forgiven, not even 
by bringing me bastards. 

You 
have till midnight, take whatever that you wish and leave. You may say your farewells 
to your daughter at the Kingdom's dungeons where she shall spend the night. She will 
be hanged tomorrow at dawn at the gallows, next to the Queen of Thieves, so that 
people would know what treason is.

SOCRATES:

You shall hang the thief as well? But she only attempted to steal from you, she
must forfeit her hands, not her life.

ARISTOTLE:

She attempted to steal from the prince. I am not like any mere commoner, never forget 
it. Death must be her sentence so others would know the meaning of nobility.

I will 
be there tomorrow at the gallows to witness their earned execution, but shall leave 
immediately afterwards.

SOCRATES:       Why the rush, my lord.
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ARISTOTLE:      I must find the artifacts.
SOCRATES: You are aware that your father was never ill, are you not?
ARISTOTLE: That I am.
SOCRATES: Then why the relics?

ARISTOTLE:

Even as we speak, we are in grave danger. I must locate and posses the relics to rid us 
of a danger. The one holding them could destroy us all. To most, the relics are made up 
by the minds of storytellers, but to ones seeking power they are real. If I do not own 
them, then another man will, driven by unknown intentions.

SOCRATES:

What are the chances, the foolish quest I sent you to complete turned out to be a 
requirement for peace, what a coincidence!

ARISTOTLE:

Not a coincidence, but fate. Do not think of yourself as a friend of mine, nor a savior of 
the people, not after what you've done. Plotting against the Prince is treason, but I will 
let you go for the sake of your child. She will die peacefully, knowing that she won't be 
responsible for your death.

ACT I.
SCENE I.

SCENE. Sparta, the open wastelands. ARISTOTLE was leaving the royal grounds as a 
commoner, while a crowd gathered around the gallows to witness the live execution of  
SOCRATES's Daughter and CLEOPATRA. Just as the two women were going to be hanged,  
an arrow was shot freeing CLEOPATRA from her fate. She fell on the horse of the ARCHER 

whom had freed her. As he ran out upon sunrise with the Queen of Thieves, the Prince  
spotted her escape and followed the ARCHER on his camel. Once near the ARCHER,  
ARISTOTLE jumped from his camel onto the ARCHER and onto the sand.
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ARISTOTLE:

How dare you fire your cursed arrows against the Prince's word! You are treacherous, 
of that I have no doubt, yet you appear to be more than her fellow thief, who are you? 
speak.

ARCHER:

I have freed the Queen by orders of her brother.

ARISTOTLE:

Her brother? Who is this man whom you speak of, who is this man whom shares her 
damned blood?

(Before ARISTOTLE could stop him, the ARCHER took away his own life by 
cyanide.)

ARISTOTLE:

Damnation take you! Just as your tongue was about to tell me her origin, you took the 
coward's way out. May your soul never find peace. You there! (To CLEOPATRA) What 
was he saying, who is this brother of yours?

CLEOPATRA:

Take my life if you must, for I shall hold my tongue.

ARISTOTLE:

Oh, no no no! I shan't relive you of this this soon, you will die in front of people 
humiliated like you should be, tied to a wooden cross and vultures feeding upon your 
damned rotten brain.

No, 
'tis too late to turn back now, I have planned to start my search at this time of day and 
start I shall. You will come with me until I return back to Sparta, where you shall be 
rewarded for the insulting being you are with death.
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(ARISTOTLE met up with PYTHAGORAS as he promised to, and started their  
search heading west. Both the two adventures rode the camels while CLEOPATRA was 
tied to a rope, and was forced to walk barefoot. PYTHAGORAS was concerned, but held 
his tongue in the presence of the prince.)

ARISTOTLE:

We shall visit a man first, he is my master as Socrates is yours. He had taught and 
continues to teach me how to fight, 'tis been ten years now since we first began. He 
lives just upon the borders of Sparta for so long, even before I was born. I believe that 
if any man holds one of the twelve relics, he will be the first.

PYTHAGORAS:

My lord, and her?

ARISTOTLE:

She will be my maidservant on this quest, until we reach fatherland once again, where 
she will lose her neck to the gallows like many traitors before her.

PYTHAGORAS:

My lord, have mercury upon her soul and untie her. The ropes are burning her wrists. 
She will not dare to escape the prince in this severe environment and vast wilderness.

ARISTOTLE:

She shall. She is a snake Pythagoras, she will adapt.

(PYTHAGORAS stopped.)

PYTHAGORAS:

My lord, I must stop and continue no further. I cannot aid you while you treat your 
prisoners like this. I wasn't raised to be that insensitive man, and neither were you. My 
lord, free her from her bind, and you have my word that she won't get far if she 
attempts.

ARISTOTLE:

Very well Pythagoras, she is yours.
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(ARISTOTLE handed PYTHAGORAS the end of the rope. PYTHAGORAS untied 
CLEOPATRA.)

SCENE II.

SCENE. Sparta, near the sea. ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA had arrived to 
ARISTOTLE's combat teacher, Master ARCHIMEDES.

(Enter ARCHIMEDES.)

ARISTOTLE:

Master Archimedes, I know you haven't been expecting me until next season, but I 
come here on an urgent matter.

ARCHIMEDES:

Prince Aristotle my boy, you are always welcome. Come in, please.

(The three enter ARCHIMEDES' house, and the Prince informed him of his quest.)

ARISTOTLE:

Seeing that my cause is appropriate and understandable, I request the one you hold. 
You are a man of great knowledge in many things including the ways of the martial 
arts. Please Master Archimedes, don't hide the relics from your faithful student.

ARCHIMEDES:

My boy, you were right to come here. 
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(ARCHIMEDES walked to his drawer and lifted up a scroll.)

ARISTOTLE:

The relic of Knowledge! The greatest weapon ever known to man, for knowledge is 
power. Just unfolding it would make my mind more educated than all and in every 
study, but I won’t .. I mustn’t. I shall restrain myself.

ARCHIMEDES:

Wait a second, who ever said that it was yours to keep? This is mine, and one of my 
greatest treasures. Have you any idea how many strong men I fought to obtain this? 
These scrolls are sacred, and mustn't fall in the wrong hands. I swore to never give it 
away unless some one beats me at a match.

 So, my boy, 
if you wish to hold these scrolls, prove it to me. Overcome your teacher in combat!

(ARISTOTLE challenged ARCHIMEDES to a friendly match of wits, strength and 
speed. The rules were simple and clear: Who ever falls on the ground first forfeits the  
match, winner takes the scrolls.)

ARISTOTLE: Come!
ARCHIMEDES: Ah!
ARISTOTLE: Too slow old man!
ARCHIMEDES: Dodge this if thou can!
ARISTOTLE: Ah!
ARCHIMEDES: Aha!
ARISTOTLE: Got you! You lose!
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ARCHIMEDES: 
Ah, well done my boy, you overcame your master. It appears that I am not as young as 
I feel. Here, you earned this, take care of it, and don't let it take care of you.

   Listen my boy, you 
got the first relic without much risk, but the others might not be so cooperative. Always 
keep an eye open for anything and everything.

PYTHAGORAS:

Well done my lord.

ARISTOTLE: 

Ah, the first relic! Thank you Master Archimedes, I won't let you down. Regarding 
control, have no worry. Only a fool will use the power of the relic, and keep using it 
until it controls him. I am much aware of their addiction, and how they suck man's 
mind into revolving constantly about such a wonder. But you should keep in mind that 
I, son of Galileo, wish not to use it for my own benefit, but shall only hold it until I 
gather the twelve relics of the ancient artifact.

But tell me, 
have you knowledge of the whereabouts of the other eleven relics? It would ease my 
journey so.

ARCHIMEDES: 
Thirty years have I lived upon this land, and never had seen a relic other than mine. Go 
outside of Sparta and seek them elsewhere. Head to Rome, and meet your father's allay, 
King Sophocles. That king has lived more than a thousand years, certainly he holds a 
relic enabling him of such power.

ARISTOTLE: 
Rome, the fastest way there is by sea. Master Archimedes, I humbly request that our 
camels rest here as they are no good at sea.

ARCHIMEDES: 
So be it. You may take my boat, it is not big, but it will get you across the sea safely. 
And above all, forget not to look left and right along your journey, you never know 
when you might come across a relic. Go my boy, and may Earth's protectors watch over 
you.

(ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA set sail in the unknown.)

SCENE III.

SCENE. Ship on the Unknown Sea. ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA enter a fog 
hovering above sea level. Unexpectedly, they pass by a ship. The men of the ship pick  
them up and the three travelers soon knew why, the men were pirates, and they were 
aboard a pirate ship.
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(Enter COLUMBUS, and a number of pirates.)

     

COLUMBUS: 
What have we here? Three idiots sailing on me seas? Why boys, haven't you heard of 
big bad pirates roaming the unknown? (The Pirates laughed)

ARISTOTLE: 

No man owns the sea, it is you who is the fool. Are you the captain of this vile vessel?
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COLUMBUS: 
Little boy, you are in fortune, because I am nothing more than his servant. But your 
fortune has ran out as I hear the captain's footsteps leading him here. Welcome the 
Prince of the Pirates!

(Enter PLATO, Prince of the Pirates.)

      

ARISTOTLE: 
The captain? Absurd! Why, he's nothing more than a child, he hasn't even grown man 
hair!

PLATO: 
Not a year younger than yourself, now silence you wretched intruder, you are in the 
presence of the prince!

ARISTOTLE: 
(aside) Such idiocy, that is what becomes of a child without schooling, he's brain 
becomes as dumb as a stone. (to PLATO) How could I intrude if your men pulled me on 
board this illegitimate cruise of the damned?

PLATO: 
You dare to sail on my sea then deny your intrusion? All men know that I, Plato, Prince 
of the Pirates, own the sea, but I shall forgive you because you are not a man. But what 
say your companions? have they no tongues?

ARISTOTLE: 
My tongue speaks for them.

PLATO: 
So it seams. 
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(PLATO picked up an empty chalice, yet he drank from it.)

ARISTOTLE: 
(aside) Ah! The relic of Water! … and from water, everything came to life. It is said 
that the holder would receive infinite water just by wishing it, a heavenly object indeed. 
(to PLATO) Say, Plato of the damned, that is one remarkable chalice. What price do you 
desire for it?

PLATO: 
No price.

ARISTOTLE: 
But it only grants you water! What use of it will it be to a man such as yourself, a man 
of the sea? Why do you refuse to hand it over?

PLATO: 
Indeed I am surrounded by water, but this goblet still remains a wonder to thy eyes, 
have yours ever anything like it? No, for it is one of a kind, and shall remain mine for 
the rest of my glorious days.

ARISTOTLE: 
Everything has a price. Name yours, and it shall be granted.

PLATO: 
A chest of gold pieces and rupees! 

(The PIRATES laughed, seeing ARISTOTLE as a poor commoner.)

        Listen,
tell you what lad, since I like you, I'm willing to give you my precious, but only if you 
are willing to give me yours. (PLATO addressed ARISTOTLE, eyeballing CLEOPATRA) As 
your eyes could see, this ship only have men, and having a woman to entertain us 
would be more satisfying than a chalice producing more water, eh men?

(The PIRATES nodded in agreement.)
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ARISTOTLE: 
No deal, the woman is mine.

PLATO: 
(to the PIRATES) Ah, look at him, he thinks I was seriously asking! (to ARISTOTLE.) That 
wasn't a polite request lost sailor, (to the PIRATES) get her men!

ARISTOTLE: 
Pythagoras, guard her with your life. (ARISTOTLE drew his blade against the pirates.)
Anyone who comes near them will have to answer to this blade.

PLATO: 
Want to start a fight, do you? Fine, have it your way, there will be blood! Columbus, 
take care of your rival, as I shall do the same with mine.

(Upon seeing COLUMBUS and the PIRATES running their way, PYTHAGORAS 

picked up CLEOPATRA and threw her into the sea. The PIRATES chased after her as she 
swam away. PYTHAGORAS got locked with COLUMBUS in a fistfight as the two princes 
engaged in a sword fight. Not wanting to kill, PYTHAGORAS jumped off board once he  
had his opening, with COLUMBUS on his tail. ARISTOTLE and PLATO were the only ones  
left battling aboard the ship.)

ARISTOTLE: Just us, afraid boy?
PLATO: Let us dance, a dance of death if you will.
ARISTOTLE: Dance we shall, kid!
PLATO: Not a year younger than yourself.
ARISTOTLE: So you say.

PLATO (while fighting): 
You're good at steel, even though you wield a small blade, you are good. For that, you 
shall know the pirate boy before you. The name's Plato, Prince of the Pirates, a good 
man with bad fortune, no, a bad man with good fortune. Let me entertain you with a 
story about a gay fellow, before you sleep your final eternal sleep.

  A student of science 
I was before I was a captain. I was on path, to an isle south east of Persia, to study 
further logical rubbish. Upon my journey, I was encountered by a pirate ship, that's 
when I first met the lost pirates. Aye, good fencer, they were lost before I took my 
place. They wished to steal from me like any other fool, but I out-witted them and 
killed their old captain, taking his place with no worries. Sure I was young, but the 
wittiest of them all. Aboard my ship surrounded by my faithful men, I gave them a new 
perspective, and a new definition from humanity. For once in their miserable lives, they 
were feared by everyone. We took all treasures from people, and gave them horror.

        You see, 
I am that good, so you will do well to forget a foolish dream such as defeating your foe.

ARISTOTLE: 
Whoever said I wish you death? 
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(ARISTOTLE managed to steal the relic of water from PLATO, then jumped into 
the sea after his companions. PLATO swore to have his revenge as the three escaped 
into the unknown fog.)

ACT II.
SCENE I.

SCENE. A Stone Temple. On the eastern borders of Persia, nothing to see but a  
landscape of green hills for miles. The weather is sunny with a cool breeze coming 
from north. ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA were delivered to the coast by the  
waves. Lost as they were, they asked a peasant who told them of their standings.  
Spotting a strange temple of stone, ARISTOTLE entered to investigate, followed by his  
companions.

ARISTOTLE: 
Magnificent interior design! Never before had my eyes seen anything like it. Look at 
the silver bricks aligned, reaching up all the way to the skies, and the statues of 
monkeys with angelic wings placed aside the circling ceiling, what a bizarre building 
indeed!

PYTHAGORAS:

Don't be fooled my lord, for those monkeys are no statues. They are very much alive, 
but hold their positions to fool the intruders. An old legend my uncle used to tell me of 
such creatures. Prince, they only imitate statues if they are desperate for a bite.

      My lord, 
we mustn't walk in any further, we have to get out of here before they descend towards 
us. I could feel their hunger, I could see their eyes fixating on our meat as a rare feast. 
If we spend another minute here, it will be our last.
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ARISTOTLE: 

Hold your ground Pythagoras, have some backbone! These animals won't dare to 
approach the prince of Sparta or his loyal subjects, stick by I and your flesh will stay 
on. Ah, look!

(ARISTOTLE spotted a statue in front of him.)

     The relic of Air! 
The matter of life. This allows the holder to levitate freely in the air, an impossible 
thought to the minds of mere mortals.

CLEOPATRA: 

Mind you, once thou lifts this sacred statue, we will be preys. My eyes cannot but stair 
at the vulture primates, and they are not pleased with our intentions. Like Pythagoras 
said, they are fantasizing about our fresh flesh. Take it if you must, but be subtle not to 
alarm them, and prepare to defend.

(Once ARISTOTLE lifted up the relic, the flying monkeys flew down toward their 
preys. The three hid under a table and thought of a possible exit. PYTHAGORAS held the  
table, protecting them from the flying monkeys.)

What now smart one?

ARISTOTLE: 

We find a way out. See that loose brick? I shall go first and remove it with an attack, 
then fade into that valley over there. You and Pythagoras shall follow soon after but the 
vultures will not. Their wings will get stuck in the hole if they dare to attempt it. 
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        Listen, 
we shall meet up at that hill in the middle of that valley over there, for there is where 
the maiden of the secret garden is said to live.

PYTHAGORAS:

We should be heading to the Kingdom of Rome. Why go there to that secret garden, 
my lord? 

ARISTOTLE: 

Because that sacred place is secret, and secrets aren't far from the relics. Do as planned 
and all will be well. See you in the valley.

(ARISTOTLE ran out to safety, and CLEOPATRA followed not long after.  
PYTHAGORAS attacked The flying monkeys before he made his escape, ensuring his safe 
escape. PYTHAGORAS managed to escape and meet up with his companions.)

SCENE II.

SCENE. A high narrow rocky path in front of the entrance to the secret garden. Before  
ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA could continue into the secret garden, they 
faced a barrier. A huge Guardian was blocking their path.

ARISTOTLE: 

What is that?

PYTHAGORAS:

He is the Guardian, my lord, the defender of the passage. 
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ARISTOTLE: 

He is enormous, certainly he is not man. Nevertheless, I will talk to it. Not all ways we 
take on this journey must be fought, a wise man shouldn't engage in combat unless he 
has no other choice. Let us greet him and request entrance. (To THE GUARDIAN)  
Greetings gentle giant, we come in peace. We wish that you would grant us pass upon 
this narrow path as we are travelers of a noble quest. What say you?

( THE GUARDIAN did not reply.)
         Very well then, 

you leave me no choice. But remember, it is you whom wished this fate. On guard you 
mindless wall!

PYTHAGORAS:

My lord, I must warn you, he is known to have kept his job for thousands of years. 
Throughout that time, not once had a single soul bypassed this magnificent beast of a 
man. All who have tried ended up down there.

      My lord, 
at least let me weaken him by casting a spell on his body, it shall ease your fight so.

ARISTOTLE: 

No good Pythagoras, you shall do well to let me fight him alone, if I die then so be it, 
'tis much satisfying than overcoming this obstacle with no honor. 

(ARISTOTLE attacked, but THE GUARDIAN grounded him.)

PYTHAGORAS (Aside, only CLEOPATRA could hear him):

Ah, such shame, taken down by the first swung, poor prince. But look, there he goes 
again, driven by a fool's rage. The young prince is known to never admit defeat until 
his bones admits it for him. Look at him as he draws his small trusted dagger against 
the titan, surely he doesn't expect it to cut through him.

(ARISTOTLE moved with rapid agility, throwing THE GUARDIAN off guard.)

Such movement! 
Never before had I ever seen him move this fast! There must be a secret of which he is 
not sharing. Ah! He falls!

(Exit THE GUARDIAN.)
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CLEOPATRA: 

The Guardian! He threw the guardian off of his grounds!

ARISTOTLE: 

Nothing to it. And that shall happen to every fool who stands in my path. Come.

(Exeunt ARISTOTLE and CLEOPATRA.)

PYTHAGORAS:

Such astonishing agility and advancement, defeating a legend within the first fight. No, 
I'd say my eyes were lying, but there lay the mighty guardian, fallen in his own defeat. 
Never before had I seen Aristotle like this, he became a legend himself once he drew 
his knife … his knife! Could it be … 

(Exit PYTHAGORAS)

SCENE III.

SCENE. The Secret Garden.

ARISTOTLE: 

Look at this place, look at the flowers. it's more beautiful than Sparta. Bright life-full 
colors shining as bright as the stars in the night, scattered all around us in the flowers 
that cover this sacred grounds, they bring life to the soil more than we to our flesh.

(Enter THE MAIDEN, from behind, masked.)

Halt! Who goes there!

THE MAIDEN: The keeper of this garden.
ARISTOTLE:  Impossible! you are but a child!
THE MAIDEN: In appearance only, my lord.
ARISTOTLE:  You know the man standing before you?
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THE MAIDEN:

Aye, my lord. (THE MAIDEN revealed her face, she is blind.) I see not the flesh of 
people, nor their faces, but hear their souls talk to me.

ARISTOTLE: 

And what does mine tell thou?

THE MAIDEN:

That it is as pure as could be, though 'twas darkened once, and lean to be so once again. 
You are very noble, and the prophetical prince warrior the people have been awaiting, 
but a luster nevertheless. Your white soul is starting to lust for what is around you, and 
by that it lusts for darkness. 

I will 
do what I can to help you, and that is why I will give you this.

(THE MAIDEN picked up seven flowers from the garden. She walked gently  
towards ARISTOTLE again, and gave him one of the flowers.)

THE MAIDEN: This is a Rue.
ARISTOTLE:  A Rue?
THE MAIDEN: A flower of repentance.
ARISTOTLE:  Repentance? I have no remorse.

THE MAIDEN: 

You once killed the mother of your child, did you not? Have no worry, with this Rue 
you shall never harm another again. Also take this, it is a Rosemary. It is for 
remembrance, so you would always remember who you are and never go wrong, or so I 
wish.

(THE MAIDEN walked gently towards CLEOPATRA with the remaining flowers.)
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Here you go, 
my fair lady. This is a Columbine, though it is not for you, it is for your rival. Put it on 
her grave when you go to Sparta once again.

(A Columbine is a symbol of adultery, meant for the DAUGHTER OF SOCRATES.)

        Here, this one is for you. 
It is a Pansy, it grew out of my garden for you, just like you shall grow affection of a 
forbidden love. I need not say who has your heart, as you will know soon when you 
walk away from him. But have no worry, you will return to him one day, and save him 
from his self.

(THE MAIDEN walked gently towards PYTHAGORAS with the remaining flowers.)

    Take this, gentle 
giant, but have no fear, it is not meant for you. 'Tis a Daisy, a deceiving flower grown 
out of infidelity. Give it to you master whom had thought the worse of your friend, and 
he shall cherish it always as he and the Daisy are alike.

And a Violet, 
a flower of faith, for you Pythagoras. You need to believe in what the prince is doing, 
even though you do not understand it yet.

PYTHAGORAS: 

I have faith in him.

THE MAIDEN: 

No you don't, but you want to. You want to believe from the beginning of your journey 
that what he is doing is for the best, but you keep doubting. Hold this, and let go of 
your doubt.

ARISTOTLE: 

You picked up seven flowers, yet you still hold one. What about that fennel which you 
hold?

THE MAIDEN: 

No, you can't have it, it's mine! it grew for me! Go now, leave this garden at once and 
never return, if you do, the beautiful odor of the flowers which you hold  shall turn into 
venomous poison.

Ah, I hear him! The one whom holds 
my heart, the one whose eyes should never see.

(THE MAIDEN hid from sight. Enter THE GUARDIAN.)

ARISTOTLE: 

Ah, back for more I see! Fiends such as yourself never give up unless their life is taken 
away from them, then so be it. On guard! 

THE GUARDIAN: 

Thousands of years have I lived, guarding the passage to this sacred garden, and not 
once had I failed my job. One out of many great man had overcame me on this day, a 
warrior prince destined by the stars. He proved himself worthy of the maiden's 
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affection, thus deserving mine.

(THE GUARDIAN took off his medallion from around his neck, and handed it over 
to ARISTOTLE.) 

ARISTOTLE: 

The relic of Substance, the matter of all. Mountains and valleys were crafted by a man 
wearing this medallion, it gives a man unbelievable strength. And now I know your 
secret loyal guardian. Thank you fellow nobleman, your act will not go in vain, I shall 
see to it that my quest is complete and rid the people from the chance to fear.

PYTHAGORAS: 

My lord, we are growing very weary, and the sun has already set and as you already 
know, we have been walking since sunrise. We ask that we set a tent for the night and 
continue our quest in the morning.

ARISTOTLE: 

No need for that, we shall sleep under a roof tonight. We are very close from a decent 
shelter and a decent meal. Come.

(Exeunt ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA.)

SCENE IV.

SCENE. The Royal Castle of Persia.

PHILOMELA: 

At last, I thought this moment would never come. Welcome, dear husband! Come in, 
come in, please come in! You look so worn out, come let me take care of you. 

I see you have visitors, they are most welcome as well.

CLEOPATRA : 

Husband? (aside) How many mistresses has he? False nobleman!

ARISTOTLE: 

This princess is no wife of mine! (To PHILOMELA) It seams that you have forgotten the 
terms of our arranged marriage, sweet Philomela. We were suppose to wed when I 
become of age, but the marriage is no more as your father has passed away, and along 
with him our sealed bonding fate.
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PHILOMELA: 

Playful Aristotle, you are well aware that you made that condition yourself. Father 
would've wanted us to unite even if he took leave of this earth. And not to mention your 
living father, who feels the same. Mark my words, dear Aristotle, we will wed.

ARISTOTLE: 

Philomela, I came not to argue but upon a request to spend the night here.

PHILOMELA: 

And you are most welcome, 'tis your home to be after we wed. You may disagree now, 
but you shall come around and see that there is no wife on this earth greater for you 
than I, (jealous of CLEOPATRA) not even this maidservant of yours.

CLEOPATRA (furiously): 

Watch your mouth! I am no maidservant! You may have him all to yourself! He may 
have been born a prince, but he's not even close!

ARISTOTLE (furiously): 

Now you watch your mouth! have you taken leave of your senses? You forget yourself 
woman. I am the prince of Sparta!

You shall not 
have this tongue with Princess Philomela either, forget not that you are a worthless 
prisoner of mine, and a guest under her roof. You shall respect her and do as she 
commands. Is that understood?

CLEOPATRA (furiously): 

Aye my lord! 

PHILOMELA: 

Very well. (To ARISTOTLE and PYTHAGORAS) Come, the maidservants will do well to 
tend to your needs.

(Exeunt ARISTOTLE and PYTHAGORAS with all present maidservants.)

(To CLEOPATRA) I'd throw you in the dungeon 
to rot for unleashing your daring tongue, but since thou came with the prince of Sparta, 
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I shall relive you of this just sentence. Just remember, commoners aren't to associate 
with princes and lords. 'Tis most unbecoming. If you search for a man, seek elsewhere, 
for your state I'd recommend someone from below.

Forget the Prince, as princes shall only take 
princess, and people like you should feel fortunate if they end up with one of my 
slaves.

(Exit PHILOMELA)

CLEOPATRA: 

Ignorant queen! I should kill for the words you've threw. If only you knew whom 
you've insulted you would be on your knees begging for forgiveness, and condescend 
no more. But no matter, I held my secret this far, and could do so for the rest of the 
nights, whatever it takes.

(Exit CLEOPATRA)

(After bathing, ARISTOTLE, PHILOMELA and PYTHAGORAS gathered once again to  
feast. ARISTOTLE spotted a picture of the late king, PHILOMELA's father, with a scepter  
he recognized.)

ARISTOTLE: 

Tell me dear Philomela, where lays that rod now?

PHILOMELA: 

Oh, father's scepter? Have you desire of it? If so then it shall be yours. But I searched 
for it everywhere, and found nothing. Father must've hid it very well.

ARISTOTLE: 

(aside) Indeed he has, that selfish fool! (to PHILOMELA) I see. A shame it is, that the lord 
passed away without entrusting anyone with it. Well then, taken by tiredness as I am, I 
must excuse myself to bed. We thank you for your hospitality, may you receive the 
same and more upon your visit to us.

      Pythagoras and I 
will take off early in the morning, so do not let us wake you up. As for my prisoner, she 
will stay with you until my return. I will come back within three days if not sooner to 
relive you from her.

(That night, ARISTOTLE faked his sleep, then sunk outside the palace with 
PYTHAGORAS. The two walked into the royal graveyard.)

SCENE III.

SCENE. Under the tomb of the late king. ARISTOTLE and PYTHAGORAS pushed the 
tombstone from the side, and then jumped into the dug spacious grave.

PYTHAGORAS:

What do you wish to uncover down here, my lord?
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ARISTOTLE: 

The scepter. The selfish king must've taken it with him to his grave. I have never seen it 
before, but the mark it bears in that picture resembles the one with the relic of power. If 
what the princess said is true, then the only answer lies here in the tomb of the late 
miserable king.

Alas, I was right. There he lies in his coffin.

(Upon seeing the king's lifeless corpse holding the scepter, ARISTOTLE went to 
take it.)

The relic of Power! 
One comes, one sees, one conquers. This scepter should not be held by anyone, but 
destroyed. O, how many great men were driven to insanity holding this scepter. It 
brings hunger for power over everyone and everything. It should be destroyed, but I 
will not be the one to hold its curse. I am only a messenger, and not a judge or an 
executioner.

(ARISTOTLE attempted to take it, but the corpse awakened and grabbed a hold  
of Aristotle's wrist) 

Unhand me you vile remainings!
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CORPSE OF THE PERSIAN KING:

You dare steal the king's precious possession?

PYTHAGORAS (startled):

It speaks, my lord!

ARISTOTLE: 

Of that I have no doubt, but its cause for reliving is beyond my knowledge. (to the 
CORPSE OF THE PERSIAN KING) Speak oh wrongful king, put into this coffin to rest 
eternally. What wakes you from your death?

CORPSE OF THE PERSIAN KING:  Thief.
ARISTOTLE: I am not!
CORPSE OF THE PERSIAN KING: Not ye.
ARISTOTLE:         Then who?
CORPSE OF THE PERSIAN KING: The one who robed me of my life.

         Take the scepter 
if you must, but with it you take my unfinished business. These bones can speak but not 
act upon it. You must avenge my death, and kill the one who has done me wrong.

ARISTOTLE: 

Say the name, and it shall be done.

CORPSE OF THE PERSIAN KING:

He came into my house, as mysteriously and darkly as was that night. He asked for 
food and shelter, and I greeted him like a prince as he appeared, such a fool I was. He 
dined with my daughter and I, luring her with his vile words in front of me. I respected 
this manner so little, so I asked him to take his leave once dear Philomela was out of 
sight. He daringly refused, then said it is I who has to go. He placed his hand upon my 
shoulder, and sucked the life out of this old man's body.

A witch boy, he was, 
but also more. He hid behind a mask as he daringly took away my life. Kill him 
Warrior Prince, for he is your rival, he is the Prince of Egypt.

(The King finally died.)

PYTHAGORAS:

Oh fowl play, murder! Treachery between the lords of this unsynchronized earth! What 
shall be done now?

ARISTOTLE: 

We shall go to King Sophocles as planned. After our visit, we shall avenge this king's 
death. A fool he was, but still a friend of my father's, and an uncle of mine. Come. 

(As ARISTOTLE and PYTHAGORAS exited the tomb, planning to leave immediately  
for Rome, a familiar woman stood in their path.)

(Enter CLEOPATRA.)

ARISTOTLE: 

Damn you woman! What brings you here?
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CLEOPATRA: 

I followed thee when you two snuck out from the palace. Think again adventurous 
prince, if you thought that I'd stay with that woman who believes that she is superior to 
I. I am no woman who stays behind, while you gather all the gold to yourselves. Kill 
me now, or I shall come with you, and you shall not object since you shouldn't be 
visiting the late king without his daughter's knowledge.

ARISTOTLE: 

Fine. Come then. We are leaving to Rome tonight.

ACT III.
SCENE I.

SCENE. A bonfire at the western borders of Rome, upon the breaking of dawn. 
ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA were taken by exhaustion as they haven't slept  
all night. And so, they set a bonfire and circled around it for warmth.

CLEOPATRA: Have you a wife?
ARISTOTLE: I share no bed with Philomela.
CLEOPATRA: Not her, the one before, the one the maiden mentioned.
ARISTOTLE: She wasn't my wife.
CLEOPATRA: But you have taken her life. (Pause) Why?
ARISTOTLE: You talk too much. Rest your mouth.

(ARISTOTLE closed his eyes and went to sleep.)

CLEOPATRA: Do you know why he killed her?
PYTHAGORAS: He has not informed me.
CLEOPATRA: Why are you like this? Are you his servant?
PYTHAGORAS: In a way, yes.

CLEOPATRA: 

Not true, I have seen the way your eyes gaze at him, no, you are not his servant. Why 
are you so obedient to him? You clearly disagree on what he does, but follow 
nonetheless. You strike me as a distant friend, yet once you were close. You are not one 
of his slaves, why act like them?

PYTHAGORAS:

It is no secret, but also no pride. I haven't told anyone of this, and neither did he, but 
then again, none asked I. 'Twas as you said, the prince and I were once inseparable, not 
only friends but brothers. My uncle, not the one whom I mentioned, but another one, 
became jealous of my relationship with nobility, while his own son was becoming a 
carpet seller like his father. A night during my childhood years, my house was set on 
fire, becoming a bonfire like this one, only bigger. The Prince and I were playing 
inside. The house was empty, other than my father and mother sleeping in their 
chamber. I later knew that it was my jealous uncle, who is the one was to blame.
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My parents lost their lives in that fire, 
and with it my hope for living. The only reason behind my survival was because of the 
Prince whom carried me on his small yet strong back. He was eight by then, and could 
barely carry someone as big as I. I used to believe that 'twas better if he had left me to 
burn with my family, but the Prince convinced me otherwise, and told me to cherish my 
life and all the ones who are around me. He saved my life, and gave me hope. And as if 
that wasn't enough, he gave me enough gold to start over.

Even at eight he was so wise, so what 
about now, at the age of eighteen? If the prince thinks gathering the relics is the wise 
choice, then so be it. I will aid him to the end, and ensure his victory no matter what.

CLEOPATRA: 

A very wise decision indeed. I shall question not why he has embarked on this quest, 
but shall ask: why does he do this on his own? A while ago I saw you offer a hand in 
carrying the relics he holds, but he slapped it away. He treated you as if thou tried to 
rob him.

PYTHAGORAS:

In a way, I did try to rob him, of his honor. This is an honorable task, a task meant for 
great men. Great men tend to slap away helping hands to maintain the glory to their 
selves, and not share it with another.

CLEOPATRA: 

But you are a dear one to his heart, why not allow you to help? He is carrying a huge 
burden on his shoulders. You are his closest friend, why doesn't he share this task with 
thee?

PYTHAGORAS:

Of that I have no knowledge. We were once one, he shared everything with me. But 
ever since he became a man, things started to change. He drifted away and became a 
stranger. 

      Methinks 
that he is doing this on his own as a way to redeem himself of his sins. This woman he 
has murdered wasn't his first crime, but one of many. I could see it in the prince's eyes, 
he wishes a different fate, a white one instead of a black.

CLEOPATRA: 

Then why murder if he doesn't wish it?

PYTHAGORAS:

Methinks the prince is confused, overwhelmed perhaps. He is the prince of Sparta, and 
carries an ocean of responsibilities.

CLEOPATRA: 

He is a prince, not a king! He has the power of a king, but none of his responsibilities.

PYTHAGORAS:

No, that is where you are wrong, he is the only son of the king, destined to take his 
father's place. You speak like you know how it is for one to carry blue blood, but you 
don't. I've seen what is required of a prince, and it is not easy.
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CLEOPATRA: 

Of course, how could I? I am just a low-life, a common thief.

PYTHAGORAS:

Harsh! That is far from what I've meant. Enough now, rest. Tomorrow holds a lot of 
journeying for us, and we will need our strength. Rest.

SCENE II.

SCENE. West side of Rome, an open wasteland. ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA 

were traveling east towards the Palace of the King for hours under the scorching Sun.

PYTHAGORAS:

My lord, you look exhausted, though it is not your body but your mind. It is the relics' 
heavy burden. you must let me carry the artifacts instead of yourself.

ARISTOTLE (exhausted): 

No ... this is my quest ... my burden. 

PYTHAGORAS (scanning the far south):

My lord, I spot a lagoon a few miles to the south from here, wait here while I bring you 
some. 

(Exit PYTHAGORAS)

CLEOPATRA (approaching the Prince): 

Remove your hand, my lord. I shall relive you of a couple of your relics.

ARISTOTLE: 

Keep your hands to yourself woman, this isn't any of your concern. Besides, you very 
much would love it if I were to fall on this very grounds, left to rot while you act upon 
your true hidden intentions and leave with the relics. You would love it if I die, 
wouldn't you?

(Furious about ARISTOTLE's accusation, CLEOPATRA knocked ARISTOTLE to the  
ground, falling on his back. CLEOPATRA then plunged her foot in ARISTOTLE's chest,  
stabling him to the grounds as he was too weak to resist.)

CLEOPATRA: 

Some Prince you are! Where is all your might now? Where are all your men? 
(CLEOPATRA crouches) Look at how you dress, like a mere peasant whom people like 
yourself look down on. I could sell you as a slave at the nearest market for a small 
price, and your precious father wouldn't even suspect.

Or better yet, 
(CLEOPATRA drew a small blade, holding it against ARISTOTLE’s neck) I could kill you 
right now and no one will ever know.
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(CLEOPATRA 

got off of ARISTOTLE) You are a fool, Spartan Prince, for you think you could carry the 
artifacts of the world on your shoulders alone, while the strongest men can’t carry more 
than half of the dozen. Now you only carry a few, but if you take more you will be too 
weak to even walk, then how fight? From now on, we work together, I will carry as 
much as you or Pythagoras does. You are going to trust me to hold the artifacts without 
using their powers just like you trusted your teacher with his teaching.

(CLEOPATRA took from ARISTOTLE the chalice, the statue, the medallion and the 
scepter, then helped him get up. Enter PYTHAGORAS)

CLEOPATRA: 

Carry these faithful friend. The chalice, the statue and the medallion.

PYTHAGORAS:

The relics? (PYTHAGORAS turned towards ARISTOTLE) My lord? 

ARISTOTLE: 

Value time and do as she says. I carry them or you, it makes no difference if we are on 
the same quest driven by the same noble intentions.

At long last, the castle of Rome! I feel it's presence nearby. Come!

(Exit ARISTOTLE)

PYTHAGORAS:

I have no knowledge of what took place in the few minutes I was gone, or how you did 
it. But, lady of the thieves, I thank you from the bottom of my heart, you revived the 
hope in the Prince, and restored the one in my heart. 

(Exeunt PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA.)

SCENE III.

SCENE. SOPHOCLES' Chamber, Castle of Rome. ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA 

had finally arrived at their destination.
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ARISTOTLE: 

King Sophocles, it's been ages since my eyes last saw you. How have you been? 

SOPHOCLES: 

Aristotle my boy, welcome. When the guard told me the Prince of Sparta himself was 
here to see me, I didn't believe my ears. Welcome. To what do I owe this visit?

ARISTOTLE: 

A rumor, old king, a logical rumor. They say that you posses one of the twelve relics of 
the world, and now that I see you once again, I find it very hard to disagree. If my eyes 
don't deceive me, I'd say you haven't aged a day since we last met ten years ago.

SOPHOCLES: 

O how the lands are vast and the horses are fast, yet the rumors precede all. Aye, 'tis 
true, I haven't aged a day since we last met ten years ago. And to you, I shall share my 
secret.

(SOPHOCLES revealed an hourglass.)
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ARISTOTLE: 

The relic of Time! … time is a window between our past and our destiny. Yielder of 
this item gains infinite access to the control of time. A unique key indeed.

King Sophocles, I know you may disapprove, 
but that hourglass you hold, I must own it. I want it not for myself, but for a noble 
cause of protecting humanity.

SOPHOCLES: 

Aristotle my boy, if you come to know a man like me, you would realize that there is 
nothing in the world I love more than my possessions, such as this wonder I hold 
between my fingers. Yet, one of my greatest possessions is my family, and you my boy, 
you are family. You may take it if you prove to me that you will go all the way to the 
end. You must understand that I cannot give you the hourglass if you were to die upon 
your next sword fight, and lose it to an ignorant.

Prove to me that you are the 
true savior of our children by defeating a number of skilled warriors in this very 
Colosseum.

ARISTOTLE: 

Then so be it, I shall demonstrate to you the fruit of my training on all your chosen 
men, but after that you will hand over your miracle-worker.

(SOPHOCLES tested ARISTOTLE by challenging him with his greatest men, which 
ARISTOTLE had defeated them all with minor injuries.)

SOPHOCLES: 

You are very brave, my boy. Take what you have earned.

(SOPHOCLES presented his hourglass to ARISTOTLE.)

         My boy, 
it is not every day a good man comes into my city, and makes a mockery out of all my 
men. Honor me by wedding to one of my three young daughters, and by this you shall 
unite Sparta and Rome together.
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ARISTOTLE: 

Kind of you, but you must forgive me good king, for I must decline your generous 
offer. Do not misunderstand my sight, for it is I who is unworthy of your daughters. My 
life is of a man on the edge, surrounded by constant danger. You, good king, search for 
a man of a family, a successor to your throne, while I constantly question my right to 
my own.

        Come, good Pythagoras.

PYTHAGORAS: Where to, my lord?
ARISTOTLE: To where I must go. To the City of the Red River.
PYTHAGORAS: Then Alexandria it will be, my lord.
CLEOPATRA: Egypt? Why must we go there?

ARISTOTLE: 

What is a matter? Your voice is soaking with fear. You were fine going to Persia and 
Rome, why should Egypt differ?

(CLEOPATRA appeared worried, but did not reply.)

Have no fear, 
for I shall protect all of us as I have. We shall encounter no injury nor death. I shall 
visit the Prince of Egypt at once, confront him of his most fowl murder and see that he 
is judged. In Egypt or in Sparta, it makes no difference, but mark my words, he shall be 
judged, and justice shall prevail. I shall see to it.

ACT IV.
SCENE I.

SCENE. A dark dungeon in Egypt. As ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA entered 
Egypt from west, they were arrested for trespassing, even though ARISTOTLE explained 
their reason. ARISTOTLE was thrown into the dungeon after being separated from his  
companions, and removed of his relics. PYTHAGORAS  was sentenced to death.

ARISTOTLE (furiously): 

Such ignorance! Such insult! How dare they throw I, the Prince of Sparta, into this 
gloomy house of rats and mongrels! Never-before seen insects crawl on these rotting 
bars. This chamber hasn't been cleaned in ages. It's not possible any man could spend a 
night in here .. (shouting) You hear me? I refuse to sit down!

PRISONER (in the cell next by): 

You will.

ARISTOTLE: 

Who goes there? Another man like me. No, you are no man. O misery! My grief! The 
misery of it all! What have they done to you? Thou look dead yet breathe! They've 
abandoned another life here as well?
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PRISONER: 

Sad to answer, but yes. And you may stop shouting and raging, it shall do you no good 
as it hasn't done me none. No one will come. I've been left here to rot a long time ago, 
and discovered that there is truly no way out. 

ARISTOTLE:  How long?
PRISONER: Very long.
ARISTOTLE: Try me.
PRISONER: Since the era of King Donatello the Third.
ARISTOTLE: Fourteen years? Very long indeed. Impossible!

         Do you not eat? 
PRISONER: 

I eat what I find within my grasp. The rodents and insects you call disgusting are a 
delicacy, and you shall get use to eating within your chamber once you starve. (aside) 
And to think I once threw a bread away just because it dried out.

ARISTOTLE: 

Unfortunate soul, 
execrable to eternal imprisonment. Tied like a monster, while you are a weak man. 
What could one ever had done to deserve such a fate. Nay, in this land living its self is 
a crime. And this life, which you were forced to be accustomed to ...

No, that will not be my fate, 
poor neighbor, for I am destined in the stars to get out and get with my noble quest. My 
people are waiting for me. You see, not that you are worth the enlightenment, but I 
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shall humor you as I think of an exit. I am collecting the relics of this world, the sealers 
of Earth.

PRISONER: 

Relics? Thou speaks of heavenly elements!

ARISTOTLE: 

Thou hath heard of them? Tell me right now where I might find them, and may my 
heart feel pity upon your caged soul when I get out.

PRISONER: 

Not much I heard, but I will tell as time is infinite in this chamber. You see, arrogant 
young impatient one, the relics of light are –

ARISTOTLE: 

Wait, the relics of light? You're mind is rotting, poor aging neighbor, for there is only 
one relic of each element, there could be only one relic of light, not more.

PRISONER (furiously): 

Two relics of light! Two relics of light!

ARISTOTLE: 

(Aside) O my poor soul, trapped in a rotting cell with a madman for a companion!

(Enter PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA, with their collected relics.)

Where have you two been? 
Sightseeing while I am caged like a bird? For shame!

PYTHAGORAS: 

Allow us to explain while we free you my lord, though your ears will find it 
treacherous to except.

After you were carried off to 
imprisonment, I was sentenced to death for being a wizard. You are well aware that 
Egyptian laws permits no man to live if he practices the arts of casting magic. But 
before they practiced their laws, Cleopatra ordered them to halt, by orders of the 
Princess of Egypt.

ARISTOTLE: 

What? Cleopatra is royalty? (to Cleopatra) Why have you not spoken of this sooner?

CLEOPATRA: 

Would it have mattered? I am your prisoner, no past will change that. When I escaped 
this land, I left with it my royal title. The only link I have to this kingdom's nobility is 
the blood I carry. Ashamed I am of my origin, and the reason behind it will be revealed 
in good time, but now is not.

We 
have to get out of here fast, for my brother the prince will know of this soon, and will 
disapprove of my existence and actions here as he disapproved of my leaving years 
ago. Come, I know a secretive path we could take from here to the royal grounds, it 
shall do well to hide us from the dark prince's demons.  
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ARISTOTLE: 

Fine, we shall run for now, Princess, but if this is another lie, you will not see sunlight 
tomorrow. But before we take our leave, I must rid this poor old man from his 
imprisonment as promised.

(ARISTOTLE freed the PRISONER.)

Go, you are a prisoner no more.

PRISONER: 

Thank you my lord, I shall never forget it. May you accomplish your goals and rid us of 
our vile unjust ruler.

(Exeunt all.)

SCENE II.

SCENE. A sewer passage underground. To escape the eyes of lawmen, ARISTOTLE,  
PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA took an alternative route to get to the castle of the Prince 
of Egypt.

ARISTOTLE: 

Escaping one filth surroundings only to end up in another. O but I mustn't complain, I 
suppose all great men have to go through great ordeals.

CLEOPATRA: 

(aside) Whoever said thou art one? (to ARISTOTLE) Come, we are near my hiding.

(CLEOPATRA showed them her fruits of her past thefts in Egypt.)

There. 
'Tis just like I had left it all those years ago, untouched.

(ARISTOTLE and PYTHAGORAS saw a pile of gold coins, precious gems and a 
remarkable priceless vase. ARISTOTLE rushed towards the vase, not believing his eyes.)

ARISTOTLE: 

The relic of Emotions! Joy, fear, love, hatred … what a relic of wonder! Yet the user 
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will be driven insane if used, its power cannot be controlled by any commoner.
Princess, Why 

haven't you informed me of this earlier?

CLEOPATRA: 

Isn't it obvious? have you not figured it out yourself? I didn't wish to return to my 
fatherland, to my brother, to this life again, I favored loosing my life then ending up 
here again. 

 I used to be stronger before I stoled this damn vase, 
but when I had it in my possession, everything changed for the worse. My body, I lost 
control over it, overruled by emotions that weren't mine. I was angry, happy, depressed 
and mad all at once. I never wanted to see it again.

I took it as a sign to get out of here, and exited the city 
with a few faithful friends, whom you separated from I on the day I met you. Once I 
left Egypt, I became the Queen of Thieves instead. 

ARISTOTLE: 

The vase haunted you and you received a sign, that makes sense, but what you 
understood of it and acted upon had no sense at all. The sign was for you to stop 
stealing, not exile yourself. Stop lying.

CLEOPATRA: All I told you was the truth.
ARISTOTLE: But not the complete truth.
CLEOPATRA: Correct, cunning Prince.
ARISTOTLE: Out with the truth, all of it this time.
CLEOPATRA: Not now. Come, we're wasting time.

(Exit CLEOPATRA.) 

ARISTOTLE: 

Playful Princess! No matter, I eventually shall know what she hides. Come good 
Pythagoras, the relics await us.

(Exeunt ARISTOTLE and PYTHAGORAS.)

SCENE III.

SCENE. A blocked path. ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA encountered a 
mysterious blocker, it was a Sphinx.

PYTHAGORAS: 

Ah, a sphinx! A monster with the body of a loin, the wings of a bird, and the face of a 
woman. My uncle had told me of such a plague being casted upon damned villages, but 
never before had my ears heard of one making an appearance underground.
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CLEOPATRA: 

My brother is a great sorcerer of black magic. I believe that he knows we are here, and 
had sent an imitation of a sphinx to terrify us. It is no real sphinx, but I believe that it 
shall not act upon its nature. We have to overcome this foe as if it was a real sphinx.

(THE SPHINX presented the three with three artifacts; a scope, a rose and a 
lantern.) 

PYTHAGORAS: Three relics of light? That cannot be! 'Tis a trick! 
ARISTOTLE:  'Tis a riddle.
THE SPHINX:         Correct you are, Prince of the Spartans.
PYTHAGORAS:              It speaks to you, my lord.
ARISTOTLE: That it does, (to THE SPHINX) tell me, what is it that you desire?
THE SPHINX:        A choice.

  Lift the right relic of light 
and I shall harm you no more than a ladybug, remove anything else, and damned you 
will be.

PYTHAGORAS: 

My lord, what I've been taught, light is the truth, and truth is better seen with one's own 
eye. My lord, I believe that what will grant us salvation is the scope.

CLEOPATRA: 

Hah! Ignorant friend, 'tis as clear as day! Light is fire, and the fire-breeder is in front of 
thy eyes. The relic which you seek is the lantern. Take it and let us be on our way.

ARISTOTLE: 

Silence, both of you! You will do well to learn to hold your tongue! (Pause while  
ARISTOTLE thought.) Both are correct!
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PYTHAGORAS / CLEOPATRA: 

What? (PYTHAGORAS alone) My lord, I don't understand, how could there be two relics 
of one element?

ARISTOTLE: 

It is said that the light holds two forms, one of truth, and the other of heat. (aside) This 
Sphinx claims that there is a right relic of light? That's impossible, there are two correct 
ones. (to THE SPHINX) For sure there is a hint to this riddle.

THE SPHINX: 

Listen well for I shall not repeat. The correct object is related to I, but what I am is for 
you to figure out: Listen!

I am a word of Eleven letters.
My Four, Nine, Five is worn on the head.
My Ten, Nine, One, Elven is a narrow road.
My Elven, Two, Three, Four, Five is a number.
My Eight, Six, Seven is a liquor.
My whole is an excellent songster.
What Am I?

(ARISTOTLE did not reply, instead he began to think about the riddle.)

ARISTOTLE (thinking): 

A songster of eleven letters … Stupid Sphinx, she practically gave me the answer, she 
mentioned all the numbers, all the numbers except the one in the middle, number six. 
No matter, I shall figure it out in no time. The first one is worn on the head, and a word 
of three, so hat will be my choice for now.

       The second one is a narrow road, 
it might be path, since both words share the same second letter. The third word is a 
number of five letters, which could only be Three, Seven, Eight, Fifty or Sixty, but 
which one is it? Eleven, two, three, four, five .. I got it, the fourth letter of the number 
is the same letter of the beginning of the first word, which is hat, so it must be the 
number eight. But that doesn't add up, the word path … that's wrong, it has to be lane, 
aye that's it, lane. A most perfect match. The last word is clearly gin.

Clever trickster, I figured you out! 
Hat, lane, eight, gin … without a doubt, the answer is Nightingale! That's it! I'm not 
suppose to pick up the right relic of light because there are two of them like the 
prisoner said, I have to pick up the false one, which is the rose.

(ARISTOTLE picked up the rose, and said the answer out loud. THE SPHINX 

destroyed herself.)

PYTHAGORAS: 

Nightingale? … The soul-mate of a rose! Of course, very clever, my lord.

ARISTOTLE: 
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I understood that the rose is the only one connected to the nightingale, as that bird is 
known for it's undying love to the rose. An odd love between an animal and a plant, but 
no stranger than a winged lion with a face of a maiden.

        Behold! 
The relics of Light! Embrace the light, for the truth shall set you free. (ARISTOTLE 

picked up the Scope) This relic allows the seer to see the truth of anything he looks at, 
just by looking through the scope. 

(ARISTOTLE 

took the lantern) Fire is a gift, but too much for man to handle. It either leads him to 
life or to certain death. This lantern isn’t of the usual, for it produces infinite fire 
without the need of oil nor air.

     You lose 
this round, my worthy fiendish foe, and with it I take one step closer to your 
encountering. No tricks of yours will prevent that from happening.

        (to PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA) Come.

SCENE IV.

SCENE. A sewer passage underground. ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA have 
been wandering in the unknown passage for hours without a clue. It was too dark for 
CLEOPATRA to coordinate them.
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PYTHAGORAS: 

Pitch black, that's all my eyes sees. How will we get out of this dungeon? My lord, the 
relic which you hold, it is our key. I know how you feel about using the relics, but we 
won't get out of here without light, and in your hands you hold the source of all light.

ARISTOTLE: 

No Pythagoras, thou doth not understand the powers which these devilish devices hold. 
'Tis more consuming than one believes. Once a man begins to use them for his simple 
deeds, he will lust for more, amazed by their wonders. How many great men had fallen 
because of these damned precious objects. As the one to set things right, I must forbid 
myself of these, no matter how desperately I crave, and no matter how much noble the 
cause is.

Worry not 
good friend, your fire of magic shall do well to light our path, no harm in that. Though 
we still lack one of the relics. I know that we have nine now, and only three remains. 
One is with the Prince of Egypt, the relic of magic without no doubt. The other is 
within the ancient artifact, granting it the ability to float between the clouds like I've 
seen the other day. But the last one, what was it? was it the relic of skill?

Aye, that's it, the relic of skill, I wonder who has it … 

(As ARISTOTLE walked ignorantly unaware of the truth, PYTHAGORAS and 
CLEOPATRA looked at him suspectedly.)

           What?

PYTHAGORAS: 

My lord, during our journey, you failed to realize how skillful you were.

ARISTOTLE: 

What? You dare blame me of the owner and user?

CLEOPATRA: 

'Tis true Aristotle, you managed to overcome your master, throw the legendary 
guardian of his mountain and defeat all of King's Sophocles' warriors. No man is that 
skilled.

ARISTOTLE: 

What are you saying?

CLEOPATRA: 

That it is you who holds the relic of skill! You have it, either hiding it from us or 
unaware of it's possession. Let me ease your search. I noticed that you only became 
really cunning when you grab a hold of your knife. It is when you overthrew the 
defender of the sacred passage, is it not?

(ARISTOTLE took out his knife and studied it.)

ARISTOTLE: 

Ah, 'tis true, I wield the the relic of Skill all these years without knowledge. 'Twas a gift 
from father upon my becoming birthday, the day I became a man. How ignorant I was. 
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Master Archimedes always said that I was his most skillful student, but now I know 
that I am nothing without this cursed dagger. 

(ARISTOTLE threw the knife on the ground, despising him self for appearing as a  
hypocrite in front of his companions. He had became the thing he loathed the most.  
CLEOPATRA picked up the knife.)

CLEOPATRA: 

I believe you, warrior prince. I know that you weren't aware of its possession, and you 
weren't aware of its usage. Feel no remorse as it has done you only good. You have 
been wielding it for years now, and amazingly you still control it instead of it 
controlling you.

Use it, good prince, 
use it to do more good than you already have, use it while others holding such artifacts 
use it to bring destruction upon their selves. Use it to bring peace to the kingdoms. 
Drop your unreal shame, and grab a hold of your faith. A prince once told me that he 
was a great man on a noble quest, to restore peace to the world, and rid them of chance 
to fear. He believed in himself though I and his friend didn't. He continued doing what 
his heart told him, following the right path.

(CLEOPATRA handed ARISTOTLE the knife. ARISTOTLE took it back.)

ARISTOTLE: 

Such a hasty fool I was to drop this. You are right, fellow princess, you are right.

 So, 
now I have ten of the twelve, even though I am not proud of my brutal method. I will 
make it right once my quest comes to an end. Once I get a hold of the eleventh one, the 
final one shall be revealed.

CLEOPATRA: 

The one you seek, the relic of magic, I am certain my brother has it. He probably used 
it to brainwash all of his men, thinking that they are doing justice. They use to listen to 
their princess as well, but not any more.

He was a good prince 
once, but now he is driven by madness! He murdered the king of my land, our father, 
and took mother as his wife. Aye, like the damned Oedipus of Thebes, brother too is 
sinned by patricide and incest. I disapproved of his actions, but he threw me in the 
dungeon. Mother visited me from night to night, but when he knew about her forbidden 
trips, he murdered her as well.

He agreed to let me out, if I 
were to be his loyal wife, the Queen of Egypt. He claimed that our parents death and 
our wedding was written in the stars the day we were born. That's when I ran away, 
sworn never to return. Aristotle, you must kill him.

ARISTOTLE: 
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Such cowardness, killing the kings behind their backs, and wedding to the woman of 
royalty. Indeed his medication is the eternal sleep, in which he shall suffer for his 
unthinkable acts.

Rest assure sweet Cleopatra, I shall honor your family by spilling his blood.

 (After walking for a while, ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA found the 
opening to the royal bath. The three climbed up using PYTHAGORAS's ropes, and got  
into the castle of the Prince of Egypt.)

SCENE V.

SCENE. The royal chamber. Upon the breaking of daylight,ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and 
CLEOPATRA exited the royal bath, and into the hallway. From their they made their way 
to the royal chamber, where they encountered the Prince of Egypt.

(Enter TUTANKHAMEN, Prince of Egypt, with guards.)

TUTANKHAMEN: 

Ah, welcome home sister. If I had known you'd bring guests I would have arranged a 
feast. The skinny one without much flesh isn't a problem to feed, but the giant behind 
you is more hard to feed than an elephant.

ARISTOTLE: 

Your tricks shall not blind me as it did to your other poor victims. I am the warrior 
prince, Aristotle, son of Galileo of Sparta. Surrender madman, and you have my word 
not to be harmed.

TUTANKHAMEN: 

A madman? Is that what dear sister calls me now?
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ARISTOTLE: 

Dear sister? You threw your own sister in the dungeon, and now she is dear to your 
insulting black lifeless heart?

TUTANKHAMEN: 

My fellow prince, you are deeply mistaken. I love my sister, and wish her no harm.

ARISTOTLE: 

Love her enough to marry her? Sick incest is not sprouted of care, but derived from 
insanity.

TUTANKHAMEN: 

Blinded prince, have you not thought that the woman standing next to you is the one 
who had released her lies into your naive ears? After all, she has been lying to you from 
the very first moment she attempted to steal from you, is that not correct?

ARISTOTLE: 

How did you know about that? You weren't there when that took place … (ARISTOTLE 

understood the purpose of TUTANKHAMEN's eye-mask) The all-seeing eye! The relic of 
Magic! The fountain of arts of illogical performances. The mask, take it off!

TUTANKHAMEN: 

Why should I? Just because I use it to spy on my sister doesn't mean that I wish her 
harm. You yourself use a relic constantly, the relic of skill if I'm not mistaken, should 
you be considered a a threat? A tyrant?

CLEOPATRA: 

Don't listen to him! That is what he does, what he is good at. He plays with words to 
get his way! Close your ears, and believe your heart Aristotle!

ARISTOTLE: 

(to CLEOPATRA) Silence! (to TUTANKHAMEN) Again gentleman, unmask!

TUTANKHAMEN: 

No.

ARISTOTLE: 

Curse you! (ARISTOTLE drew his knife) you have brought yourself to your own death.

TUTANKHAMEN: 

What an empty weak threat! I don't usually treat my guests the way I am about to treat 
you, but then again, they usually come through the door. (to the GUARDS) Men, kill 
him!
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ARISTOTLE: 

Don't insult me! Thou knows I could kill them all within seconds. Spare their lives and 
fight me like a man. Or is the great Prince of Egypt such a coward that he hides behind 
his men. Have you no honor?

TUTANKHAMEN: 

Very well, I accept your challenge foolish prince. You have made a new enemy today.

ARISTOTLE: 

It appears I made quite a handful upon this journey.

TUTANKHAMEN: 

But you must understand, there is no way you could get out of here alive, for thou hath 
challenged me to death, and thou must know that I never once lost. There is no escape!

ARISTOTLE: 

You needn't tell me that a snake such as yourself couldn't be trusted. I know the 
moment I spill your blood your men will be over me before your corpse touches this 
damned floor. Yet I must do whatever is required to clean the house of Egypt from its 
defilement which is you!

(TUTANKHAMEN took off his cape, but kept his mask on.)

      Such a vile act, 
you will fight me hiding behind that magical mask? Come now.

TUTANKHAMEN: 

Just the same, as thou are to battle me using that dagger of skill.

CLEOPATRA: 

Take caution Aristotle, for he shall use the relic against you for certain.

TUTANKHAMEN: 

Are you not going to wish your brother good luck as well?
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CLEOPATRA: 

May you die in pain.

(A dangerous swordplay began between the two princes.)

TUTANKHAMEN:  On guard!
ARISTOTLE: Ha! (ARISTOTLE dodged the attack)
TUTANKHAMEN:  Suffer! (another attack, hit)
ARISTOTLE (furiously): I will get you for that, you demon dog!
TUTANKHAMEN:  Too slow! (evades)
ARISTOTLE: Take that!

(Once ARISTOTLE stroke TUTANKHAMEN in his chest, TUTANKHAMEN fell on the  
ground. The GUARDS ran after ARISTOTLE as he escaped with the final eleventh relic.  
PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA also ran with him. As the three escaped into the hallway,  
their path was blocked by other GUARD coming from the opposite direction. Trapped,  
ARISTOTLE jumped out of the window, and so did PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA blindly.)

ACT V.
SCENE I.

SCENE. Upon a mysterious ancient staircase in front of a mysterious ancient door.  
ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA had jumped onto the staircase of the floating 
temple, which was the same floating temple that ARISTOTLE had seen the other day.  
Once aboard it with the eleven relics in hand, the temple floated once again into the  
sky.)

ARISTOTLE: 

O how I dreamt of this heavenly city, a kingdom of the clouds. It floats unnaturally 
before all humans, defining logic and exceeding beauty and wonder.
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       Look upon the unfamiliar design 
on the entrance, it holds the seal of the ancient artifact as I had seen it in my vision. The 
seal holds the crests of the twelve relics, this is spectacularly uncoincidental, no, 
fateful. The relics which I hold led me here, this is the ancient artifact which I seek. 
(The door opened) Ah, it welcomes us. Come. 

PYTHAGORAS: 

Will that be wise of us to do so, my lord? It seems like a trap in my eyes, the way it 
descended mysteriously, the way it opened its door to us. My heart is not comforted, 
and feels that yours is not as well. 

ARISTOTLE: 

Nonsense, it beacons me. We will go inside and take the final relic, with that done this 
miraculous temple shall descend once more, this time for eternity. Come, we will 
accomplish nothing waiting out here. Come. 

(ARISTOTLE went in, followed by PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA.)

SCENE II.

SCENE. The royal courtyard. ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA were escorted by 
the lawmen of the floating temple, known simply as BIRDS, to a natural open courtyard 
of green grass and fresh water fountains and pounds.

ARISTOTLE: 

O wonder! What a wondrous world! 'Tis truly most enchanting. My eyes see birds near 
the colorful flowers, and fishes sprinting around in the pounds. 'Tis truly a wondrous 
world built on thin air!
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A BIRD: 

Silence in the presence of the emperor!

(Enter CAESAR , Emperor of the Floating Temple.)

CAESAR: 

I was studying, a most important study, on how this great kingdom descended from the 
heavens to Egypt this fast, and against my will, until I was interrupted. A most 
important unusual study interrupted, that cannot be forgiven easily.

So this is what the winds 
brought to my kingdom, three travelers of the strange. The first commoners to ever 
walk upon my grounds. Why are you here?

ARISTOTLE:  We mean no harm, as we only ask for a relic. 
CAESAR: I assume you are their leader?
ARISTOTLE: You assume correctly, 
I am Prince Aristotle from Sparta, and these are my companions, Pythagoras from the 
West, and Cleopatra, Princess of Egypt.

CAESAR: 

Aristotle from Sparta … you are Galileo's son, are you not?

ARISTOTLE: 

I am.

CAESAR: 

My, have you grown. Last I've seen you when thou was but a child in his mother's 
arms. (aside) That night changed my life, and from it I parted from Galileo, and my 
homeland, all because of that inconceivable Spartan fool. 

          (to ARISTOTLE) Tell me, Prince, 
how is it that you were able to make my kingdom kneel to the castle of Egypt against 
my will? What powers do you possess?
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ARISTOTLE: 

No powers. 'Twas the relics which drew their brother to them. They wish to be reunited 
again. You see, I already have the eleven, and need to ensure peace by gathering the 
last one as well.

CAESAR: 

Impressive, all eleven you say, what a busy prince you've been. Then by all means, let 
us reunite the children of this kingdom. The artifacts boy, hand them over!

ARISTOTLE: 

What if I were to say no?

CAESAR: 

Young Prince, you bring joy with your ridicules words. Refusing is not a luxury you 
have.

(CAESAR ordered the BIRDS to collect the relics from ARISTOTLE, PYTHAGORAS 

and CLEOPATRA. Seeing that they saw no way off the floating temple, they didn't resist.)

ARISTOTLE: 

I saw a good emperor when I walked upon this platform seconds ago, and perhaps a 
good friend of father's. He stroke me as a caring wise man for his people and for nature 
as well, but now my misled eyes see thou for who you truly are, a thief of the sky, and 
differ not from the ones by land or sea.

      Thinking about it, 
I once met your people, but down below. A bunch of flying monkeys guarding yet 
another relic I desired. You are no less than those flying monkeys, and that is the truth.

CAESAR: 

Don't insult us, those primates are nothing but traitors. I gave them a chance to live 
aboard my heavenly kingdom, but they ruined it by their lust for theft. Associating us 
with them is treason, master your tongue or lose it.

ARISTOTLE: 

We are your prisoners then?

CAESAR: 

Think of yourselves as permanent guests aboard my palace. But the truth to be told is 
rather different. I am an honest man so I shall say what my brain thinks. Warrior 
Prince, I have no use for you aboard my floating fortress, nor your bodyguard, but the 
woman of you is attracting my mind.

 (To CLEOPATRA) So what say you my dear, 
have you the will to become the queen of thou own miraculous kingdom?

ARISTOTLE: 

Forget it false king! She goes with I.

CLEOPATRA: 

Speak for yourself, and halt at that spoiled prince! For that is your limitation. I decide 
my own fate, and I choose to live in luxury and power, along side with this scholar of a 
man.
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ARISTOTLE: 

For shame, treacherous snake! Now you show your true colors.

CAESAR: 

Silence wretched boy! (CAESAR slapped ARISTOTLE) That is my bride whom you dare to 
insult! For that, you lost the freedom to walk. (to the BIRDS) Lock him in the dungeon 
with his unpleasant looking friend. I fear he too shall act upon his thoughts.

(To CLEOPATRA) Come, my dear, we have a lot to plan. 

SCENE III.

SCENE. The kingdom's upper dungeon. ARISTOTLE and PYTHAGORAS were thrown in a  
dungeon with bars for walls. The dungeon was open to the fresh air, but contained its  
inhabitants well. It was guarded by a BIRD. 

ARISTOTLE (furiously): 

Let us out you loyal fool. Your leader forgets himself, I am not to be treated as a 
commoner, after all, I do carry royal blood.

BIRD: 

Believe you me, if it was up to I, I would have spilled it, and relieved myself of your 
pointless yet continuous cries.

ARISTOTLE (furiously): 

How dare thou insult this Prince, I shall have your head for that remark. Let us out I 
say. Let us out!

PYTHAGORAS: 

My lord, it would be wise to calm down, for it is obvious that we shall gain no 
sympathy from this man. I see that we scheme a plan to escape, and a time to exact it. 

ARISTOTLE (furiously): 

And when that time finally do arrive, I shall have the treacherous woman's head for her 
betrayal. She acted as our friend and we treated her like one, and now look what she 
has done. A snake she is in woman's clothing!

(Enter CLEOPATRA, sneaking. She attacked the BIRD from behind unseen, and he 
fell unconscious. CLEOPATRA picked up the key and unlocked the dungeon gate.)

CLEOPATRA: 

Hurry now, before anyone comes!

If I was imprisoned 
like yourselves, I wouldn't be much good. I have also brought the other eleven relics.

ARISTOTLE: 

And what have you found out as a free bird?

CLEOPATRA: 

That the emperor mocks you, he imprisoned thou near his dearest, the source of power 
to this vessel.

ARISTOTLE: 
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You mean the relic is nearby?

CLEOPATRA: 

Nay, but within this room, 'tis next to you. But we must act fast, as I have lost count of 
time as I wondered around the palace to get here. There is no telling when the emperor 
shall know of my absence. 

And another thing good lord, 
is it a necessity to take the final relic? Can we not leave without it? You only collect the 
relics to keep them safe. I, for one, believe that Caesar will do well to keep it safe from 
harm if we were to leave now without it.

ARISTOTLE: 

Lies Cleopatra, all lies. You must listen to me and believe that whatever he told you 
was lies just like the lies your brother fed my ears when we first encountered. I believed 
you then so believe me now. They are all lies, fight them!

CLEOPATRA: 

How could I reject what my own eyes have seen. At first, I lied to him about agreeing 
to become his wife so I could release thou and friend with no suspicion, but then the 
emperor showed me the truth about this city. There are people living here, families, 
children. If we lift the relic their world will collapse and cruel death will be their 
reward. I beg of you to think before you act.

ARISTOTLE: 

Man was never meant to live on air, princess, and you know that. 'Tis unnatural but to 
live on Earth. If women and children were to die in this descent, then die they shall. 
Every war has its casualties, a necessary price for peace.

Think of me 
not as a cruel prince, but a man of the people as whole. Do not let humanity suffer for 
the sake of the few. Get out of my way now, and I shall make this city apart of Earth 
once more, and all shall live freely instead of prisoners.

(CLEOPATRA did as she heard, but wasn't completely convinced)

At last! The last relic, 
the relic of Secrets! A danger to any man’s mind. By this relic, one could know all the 
secrets, from what lies on the back of the mosquito to the expanding universal truth. 
Such power should not be toyed with. 'Tis no wonder why this false emperor was 
drawn to this, it granted him the secret of flight.

(Enter CAESAR)
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CAESAR: 

Did you really think I was unaware of your intentions? The moment I put you here I 
knew that you would be tempted to take it. But no, this is where, how and why you will 
be murdered, because of your foolish brain which was never taught the meaning of nay, 
you selfish craving spoiled nephew.

     (to CLEOPATRA) And to you my deceitful darling, 
how could you support this when I showed you the destructive fate it will bring upon 
these peaceful people. Have you no value for people life? (pause) no matter, you shall 
forfeit yours with your chosen allies. 

(to the BIRDS) Birds, get them!

(ARISTOTLE lifted up the relic of secrets, and the floating temple began to fall  
down to Earth once more.)

Stubborn boy! Put that back!

(ARISTOTLE did not as the emperor ordered, and fought his men. PYTHAGORAS 

and CLEOPATRA aided the warrior prince in the fight against CAESAR and the BIRDS as 
the city fell faster. CAESAR did not anticipate ARISTOTLE to be such a fine equal to his  
highly skilled men. Knowing that they might die from the crushing stone, ARISTOTLE,  
PYTHAGORAS and CLEOPATRA jumped off of the temple carrying the twelve ancient  
artifacts. ARISTOTLE carried his knife, ARCHIMEDES' scrolls, the scope and the lantern,  
and SOPHOCLES' hourglass as well. PYTHAGORAS carried the statue, PLATO's chalice, THE 

GUARDIAN's medallion, CLEOPATRA's vase and CAESAR's tablet. As for CLEOPATRA, she  
was entrusted with the Persian king's scepter and her brother's mask.)
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EXODUS

I.

SCENE. GALILEO's royal court.

(Enter a MESSENGER.) 

GALILEO: 

You claim to have come all the way from Rome on a most urgent matter. Speak 
messenger, what news have you for me?

MESSENGER: 

My lord, a most dreadful unexpected war has begun! It takes place in Egypt. 

GALILEO: 

Egypt? A Roman messenger comes into the house of Sparta regarding a matter in 
Egypt? Quite unusual.

   Tell me, 
what concern is it to me? We never saw a brother in the Prince of Egypt, give me a 
reason to aid him now as he had brought us nothing but misfortune. 

MESSENGER: 

My lord, let me deliver the message then judge. 'Tis within Egypt, but not against it. 
'Tis the Prince, my lord, your son! He has found an enemy of great number, and seeks 
urgent help. As Rome is near Egypt, King Sophocles sent his own warriors to aid your 
son in battle against the lost warriors. The gracious king also sent me to notify your 
grace for assistance in the matter. 

GALILEO: 

So be it. I shall sent my finest at once.

But tell me, 
messenger, you called them lost warriors? Who exactly is fighting my boy the prince?

MESSENGER: 

My lord, I fear 'tis he who must not be mentioned.

GALILEO: 

Alas, he has returned, a most deceitful return. He failed to challenge me so he exacts 
his revenge upon my boy. How could mother birth such a fiend!

       Very well friend, 
you may take your leave, the Spartan army, as well as the Roman's will see to it that he 
shall forfeit his life in this unjust war.
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II.

SCENE. Outside the gates of the capital city in Sparta.

(Enter ARISTOTLE and CLEOPATRA.)

CLEOPATRA: 

Ended, and all is well. I am glad that the war ended in thou favor, my lord.

ARISTOTLE: 

I too. Father awarded King Sophocles chests of gold and gems for him and his brave 
men whom fought in battle. He was wise to aid us, and by so he renewed Rome's 
brotherhood with Sparta. Father was wise to to have sent the Spartans into battle, if he 
hadn't we might have lost and the enemy would have had his way into this world. Both 
are wise kings, and now I understand what bond they have all these years, 'tis a pity 
your brother did not became like them.

Though 'tis strange 
and a pity that the false emperor was never found, for I desire the knowledge behind 
why that imbecile had taken me for his nephew. 'Tis insulting to even think of us living 
by the same blood. No matter, I shall know soon the truth of it all. I feel the answer lies 
within father's knowledge.

Listen, Princess 
Cleopatra, thou have done me great, and have earned your right to live. You are no 
longer a prisoner of mine, and may leave my sight.

CLEOPATRA: 

You do not wish my head anymore?

ARISTOTLE: 

How could I, with all what you have done for me, and for the kingdoms as well. No, 
good princess, I do not wish your head, but your freedom. You may return to Egypt, 
where I know you will be a better ruler than your brother, and show the people light 
and hope as you showed me, the light which they were deprived of under the reign of 
the cruel dark prince.
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CLEOPATRA: 

Very kind words, but I belong not on platforms of gold, but on the sand. I will leave, 
but not to rule Egypt, that shall be left for the next successor if any. I was not born to 
rule a kingdom, but to lead a life of journeys wherever the wind takes me.

ARISTOTLE: 

I too feel like that many times. Perhaps we shall meet one day upon a journey. (Pause) 
If nothing more, I shall take my leave into my house once more. I thank you for every 
help, and wish you the best of living. Farewell Princess of Egypt. 

(Exit ARISTOTLE)

CLEOPATRA: 

O how times shift, and feelings turn upside down. Foolish prince, if only you knew 
how ignorant you are, and how blind you may be. But still, I shan't say a word and 
disappear into the sandstorms as I always do. 

Although I 
have second thoughts, I leave, knowing that this is not the end. Now I know what the 
maiden of the valley said when she granted me a pansy.

Farewell Prince. 

III.

SCENE. ARISTOTLE's chamber.

(Enter PYTHAGORAS)

PYTHAGORAS: 

Forgive me my lord, but my heart feels uneased, and thus I must keep silence no more. 
I must ask what I am about to to ensure people's safety, even though 'tis your job to see 
it through. I beg of you not to be insulted, but I must ask, where are the twelve relics? 

ARISTOTLE: 

Safe, they shall seduce no man now. I have entrusted them with a man that knows no 
temptations, he can look at them all he desires, but shall touch none. Worry not good 
friend, you have done well and shall sleep at ease tonight.
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PYTHAGORAS: 

Much appreciated, good lord, with that I take my leave and bother you no more. I shall 
retire to the west where you once found me, and open my door for you whenever you 
come. Thank you, and goodbye.

(Exit PYTHAGORAS. Enter GALILEO) 

ARISTOTLE: 

Dearest father, welcome, please. What does thou grace request from his devoted son?

GALILEO: 

Aristotle my boy, good to have you back. How goes your search?

ARISTOTLE: 

I’ve made my father proud, the people shall rest now, for the relics are together now, 
and all is well. But father, 'tis good that you came when you did, for I have a question 
to ask which I believe you have the answer to. Who is this man called Caesar? Do I 
really have an uncle?

GALILEO: 

A most treacherous uncle. I kept it a secret from you, my boy, since 'twas the shame of 
the house of Sparta. Aye, Caesar was my younger brother, a foolish man who wished 
my crown. The night I banished him into exile was the last night I've seen or heard of 
him. He had stolen the relic of secrets from me, and with it he unmounted the sacred 
temple of Sparta. But you see, he didn't just take any temple from Sparta, but the 
sanctuary of the twelve relics, before they were lost.

ARISTOTLE: 

Their resting place! Ah, that is what he meant called the twelve “the children of the 
ancient artifact”, but tell me, who are those men living with him aboard that damned 
temple?

GALILEO: 

The people of that floating temple were the misled Spartans whom betrayed me and 
your mother, and sided with the false king. I banished him from this land, and he 
banished himself from Earth.

      But let us not waste a minute more on the snake. 
Not to question the savior, but what have you done with the twelve? where doth they 
rest now? I ask only to be sure of the temporary peace that roam this world. Thou 
knows what will become if they fall into the wrong hands. My brother took only one, 
and the results were catastrophic, what would have happen if he had gotten all twelve? 
Tell me, where doth they rest now? 

ARISTOTLE: 

Forgive me father, for I have lost them. It appears that I have lost them when the temple 
had fallen from the sky, but worry not as I believe they are deeply buried underneath 
the temple, and shall see no sunlight anytime soon.

GALILEO: 

If that be the case then we are safe. Rest now Aristotle, the danger is over.
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(Exit GALILEO. ARISTOTLE closed the door, and opened his chest. All the lost  
artifacts were inside.)

ARISTOTLE: 

At last, alone with the relics, the time has came for me to be more. Time to reveal
their true powers. O how I was tempted throughout the days to obtain these with 
solidarity, and how deceited were Pythagoras and Cleopatra, believing that I was to 
protect all from the devils in people while I, in fact, am the one to fear.

Forgive me 
friends, but there was no other choice by which I could satisfy my crave developed 
upon my journey, 'tis the only cure. And now all shall bow to I, Aristotle, supreme 
prince, nay king of this world. A new dawn begins as I lift these up, slavery to all 
commoners, and extreme rise of all blue bloods, but no more than I. They shall work 
for me, under me, and all who oppose shall be rewarded with death.  

~THE END~
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Upon seeing a vision in his dreams, the young prince of Sparta heads west on a quest to recover 
twelve mythical relics said to posses unnatural powers. Feeling foolish about his decision, the warrior prince 
is given yet another sign, this time in the sky, the sight of the ancient artifact floating above in the clouds. 

“The Lost Artifacts” is the first play I've written under the series of  “The Ancient Artifact”. Aristotle,  
the tragic hero of the play, along with an old friend and a new companion, sets forth to an adventure never 
told before of courage, loyalty and trust. Together, they must find a way to restore the artifacts, and rid the 
world of the chance to fear.
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